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Liminaire  
 
On dit que l'habitude se forme dès le premier acte. Par conséquent, j'espère que nos lecteurs se reconnaîtront 
aisément dans ce troisième BSS, comme de vieux habitués qu'il n'est plus besoin d'introduire. La structure en 
quatre parties n'est pourtant ni définitive, ni rigoureuse ; elle est, tout au plus, commode et adaptable. Par ailleurs, 
nous ne nous imposons pas de traiter chaque fois un thème unique ; au contraire, nous préférons accueillir la 
diversité des réflexions qui se présentent. 
 
Je voudrais plutôt rappeler quelques orientations de principe. 
 
D'abord, malgré son titre, nous n'aimerions pas que le BSS apparaisse comme un organe interne de la 
Compagnie de Saint-Sulpice, à son usage et à son service exclusifs. 
 
Certes, le titre indique une appartenance, et cela justifie la part que prennent les sulpiciens ou la place 
qu'occupent des préoccupations plus directement sulpiciennes, car le Bulletin sert aussi de lieu d'échange entre 
les provinces de la Compagnie : les autres lecteurs sont, sans doute, compréhensifs à cet égard. 
 
Mais en choisissant le titre du BSS, il nous a semblé que la tâche prioritaire des sulpiciens était suffisamment 
connue, à savoir : la formation sacerdotale, initiale et permanente. Et tel est le contenu que nous cherchons à 
donner à cette revue : à tous ceux qui, d'une façon ou d'une autre, sont occupés - ou préoccupés - par la 
formation sacerdotale aujourd'hui, offrir des informations ou des études spécifiques. Tout ce qui est théologie 
sacerdotale, spiritualité sacerdotale, et surtout discernement et développement de la vocation sacerdotale, nous 
paraît définir « l'objet formel » de cette revue. Comme les publications sur ce sujet ne sont pas tellement 
nombreuses, nous pensons que celle-ci peut se proposer à beaucoup d'autres éducateurs en dehors des 
sulpiciens, et c'est ce que nous souhaitons. Heureux serions-nous si nos lecteurs nous aidaient à réaliser 
davantage cette ambition. 
 
Certains nous ont demandé si nous nous adressions à des professeurs de séminaires, et si, dans ce cas, nous ne 
devrions pas viser à leur fournir des moyens quasi professionnels pour les aider dans leur enseignement. Il nous 
semble que ces professeurs trouvent ailleurs les sources et instruments techniques dont ils ont besoin ; mais que, 
par contre, nous pouvons leur apporter notre contribution en ce qui concerne leur tâche d'éducateurs spirituels et 
de responsables de vocations. Plus que vers des recherches strictement intellectuelles (mais sans les écarter), 
c'est donc vers des questions de pédagogie spirituelle ou des réflexions d'ordre général sur les ministères que 
nous pensons devoir nous orienter en préférence. Ainsi le cercle de nos lecteurs devrait être plus large, tout en 
restant centré sur la formation sacerdotale. 
 
Le choix peut se présenter, par exemple, dans la partie bibliographique. On peut imaginer bien des formules et 
bien des niveaux dans la sélection des livres et dans la nature des recensions. Nous désirons, de toute façon, 
assurer en priorité une sorte de chronique bibliographique sur les questions sacerdotales et sur les ministères. 
Mais les réactions de nos lecteurs pourraient nous aider à trouver ce qui convient le mieux. Nous aurons 
dorénavant l'avantage de bénéficier de la collaboration permanente de M. Claude Chopin pour la bibliographie 
française, je l'accueille ici avec grand plaisir. 
 
Ces considérations sont, me semble-t-il, de nature à élargir l'audience et la diffusion du BSS. En le faisant ainsi 
connaître, votre amitié peut y contribuer. 
 

Claude BEAUVALET, p.s.s.  
ñ 

 
Foreword  
 
It is said that the formation of habits begins with the very first act. If so, I hope that, with this third number of the 
Bulletin of Saint-Sulpice, our readers consider themselves old friends who no longer need an introduction. The 
division into four parts is neither definitive nor hard and fast; but it is convenient and adaptable. Besides, we have 
not required that a single theme be treated each time. On the contrary, we prefer to gather in one place a variety 
of reflections as they occur. 
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Let me recall some basic directions. 
 
First, despite the title, we do not want the Bulletin to be considered merely an internal organ of the Society of St. 
Sulpice for its own exclusive use and service. Of course, the title indicates its point of origin and this is justification 
for the degree of Sulpician participation or the place which more directly Sulpician concerns occupy, for the 
Bulletin also serves as a medium of communication among the Society's provinces. Other readers undoubtedly 
take this into account. 
 
In choosing the title, Bulletin of Saint-Sulpice, it seemed to us that the principal work of the Sulpicians was 
sufficiently well known, namely, the education of priests, both in the seminary years and after ordination. And such 
is the type of material we wish to have in this review: to offer information and studies to all those who in one way 
or another are concerned with or preoccupied by priestly training today. Whatever concerns priestly theology and 
spirituality and above all, the discernment and development of vocations to the priesthood, appears to us to define 
the “formal object” of this journal. Since publications in this area are not very numerous, we think that this one will 
be of use to many other educators besides Sulpicians. This is what we want. We would be happy if our readers 
would help us to realize this ambition to a greater degree. 
 
Some have asked whether we address ourselves to seminary professors, and, if so, should we not aim at 
furnishing them with quasi-professional materials to help them in their teaching. It seems to us that these 
professors find the sources and technical tools that they need elsewhere. On the other hand, we can bring our 
special contribution to bear on another side for these same professors who are also spiritual teachers, responsible 
for vocations. We think that we should give preference to questions of spiritual education and reflections of a 
general nature on ministries rather than to strictly intellectual research (without ruling it out altogether). Therefore 
the circle of our readers should be wider, while remaining centered on priestly training. 
 
This basic option can be seen, for example, in the bibliographical section. You can conceive of many formulas and 
levels in the selection of books and in the nature of the book reviews. Our desire, in any event, is to give priority to 
a sort of ongoing bibliographical report on questions concerning priesthood and ministry. The reactions of our 
readers will help us determine what is most suitable. From now on, we shall have the benefit of the continuing 
collaboration of Fr. Claude Chopin for the French bibliography. I welcome him warmly. 
 
It seems to me that thoughts such as these should broaden the readership and distribution of the Bulletin of Saint-
Sulpice. Your good will can contribute to this by making it better known. 
 

Claude BEAUVALET, p.s.s.  
ñ 

 
 

 
I. SOURCES ET HISTOIRE 

 SOURCES AND HISTORY  
 
 

Jean-Jacques Olier, « Comme des sacrements qui le portent ».   
 
“Like Sacraments that Bear Him”. 
This passage from the unpublished Memoirs of Fr. Olier (T. II, pp. 314-322) was written toward the end of June, 
1642. In the preceding pages, Fr. Olier recalled the vision of 1639 in which Christ appeared to him, coming forth 
from the tabernacle to penetrate and consume his heart. Since that time, he had experienced this union with 
Jesus Christ who henceforward did “everything in him”. It was this personal experience which brought him to the 
discovery, on June 25, 1642, of the mystery of the Church as the “sacrament” of Christ. Through the gift of Jesus' 
Spirit, each and every one of the baptized is a “living sacrament of Jesus Christ o for the glory of the Father”. 
Therefore, each Christian is a bearer of Christ and the whole Church is nothing other than the (whole) Christ... 

ñ 
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Irénée Noye, La spiritualité du pasteur selon Jean-Jacques Olier.  
 
The Spirituality of the Pastor According to Jean-Jacques Olier. 
In an earlier article (BSS, no 2, pp. 27-64), Gilles Chaillot studied how the unpublished Memoirs of Fr. Olier 
showed his concern for the training of pastors. In the present article, Irénée Noye investigates the same question 
in the “Miscellaneous Writings” of Fr. Olier. His synthesis on this question is found in a short work entitled, 
“Concerning the Calling and Educating of Pastors in the Church” (Écrits divers, tome II, pp. 81-86). The “Pastor” is 
first of all the one who nurtures the faithful; but, in order that, through him, it will be Jesus who is the real Pastor, 
the priest will be more of a pastor, the more he is united to Christ and acts by his Spirit. He will therefore take 
steps to be emptied of self in order to be filled with God through Word and Sacrament. 

ñ 
 
Pierre Gastine, Saint-Sulpice au Viêt-Nam : Regards sur le passé, 1re partie (1929-1945).  
 
Saint Sulpice in Vietnam: Looking Back Over the Past, Part 1 (1929-1945). 
From 1929 to 1975, the Society of St. Sulpice sent French priests to Vietnam to help in the training of priests for 
that country. Following the political and military developments of 1975, all French Sulpicians have had to leave 
Vietnam. Only Vietnamese confreres now remain there. 
 
The Bulletin intends to look back at the history of the French Sulpician presence from 1929 to 1975. In this first 
article, Fr. Pierre Gastine covers the period from 1929 to 1945. 
 
The first part describes the situation of the country and the French-Vietnamese relations as they really were: One 
might speak of a “colonial peace” with its good and bad points. 
 
The second part gets into Sulpician history proper: a) the arrival of the Sulpicians and the founding of the Hanoi 
seminary, b) the setting and daily life of the seminary, c) a general outline of the training: intellectual challenge, 
fraternal charity, experience of freedom, pastoral experimentation.  

ñ 
 
Vincent M. Eaton, The Sulpician Archives, Province of the United States.    
 
Les archives sulpiciennes de la Province des États-Unis. 
Vincent M. Eaton décrit ici la récente fondation et l'organisation des archives officielles de la province sulpicienne 
des États-Unis. Étant donné l'inorganisation et la dispersion antérieures des documents d'archives, il souligne la 
nécessité de sauver et de conserver cet héritage. M. Eaton parle de son propre travail d'archiviste, comprenant 
l'organisation matérielle des Archives à Baltimore (Maryland), ainsi que les premières étapes de classification des 
documents. 
 
Les Archives américaines de Saint-Sulpice permettent maintenant d'offrir une source accessible et précieuse de 
documents à la disposition des chercheurs et étudiants de l'histoire catholique et sulpicienne des États-Unis. 

ñ 
 

 
 

II. PARTAGE D’EXPÉRIENCES 
    SHARING OUR EXPERIENCES    

 
 

Ann M. Stango, Being a Woman on a Theology Seminary Faculty.     
 

Une femme dans une équipe de formateurs de séminaire. 
Sœur Ann M. Stango, de la Congrégation des Sœurs de Charité de Sainte Elizabeth Seton, fait partie, depuis 
quelques années, de l'équipe des directeurs du Séminaire universitaire de Washington (Theological College). Elle 
y assure un ministère de direction spirituelle, d'advisor, participe au Conseil et enseigne au centre pastoral de 
l'Université. Ce type de participation à la formation des futurs prêtres étant peu fréquent, le témoignage direct de 
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Sœur Ann est d'autant plus intéressant. Elle ne se contente pas de dire ce qu'elle fait, mais elle tente d'exprimer 
comment elle vit ce ministère et décrit les avantages qu'elle voit à la présence d'une femme-religieuse dans une 
équipe de formateurs de grands séminaires. 
 
N.B. Pour les lecteurs de langue française, le rôle de l'advisor auprès de son advisee peut sembler complexe : se 
reporter aux articles du BSS no 1, pp. 78-80 et no 2, pp. 105-113 : Robert P. Waznak : « The formation process at 
Theological College. A response to some questions ». 

ñ 
 
Gerald D. Coleman, Discernment of Spirits in Spiritual Direction.     

 
Le discernement des esprits dans la direction spirituelle. 
Le P. Coleman, Doyen des Études au Séminaire Saint Patrick, Menlo Park (Californie), considère d'abord ce que 
« le discernement des esprits » a signifié dans le passé et relève certains échecs de ces conceptions. La 
théologie pastorale était généralement formulée en des catégories étroites et cléricales. 
 
Après un rappel de données bibliques et historiques, il examine le sens de l'apport de saint Ignace de Loyola. 
 
Enfin, à la lumière de la philosophie et de la théologie contemporaines, il situe la signification du discernement 
pour l'Église d'aujourd'hui, insistant sur le rôle du directeur spirituel pour faire réagir son dirigé. 

ñ 
 
Mgr Jean-Julien Weber, La spiritualité du pasteur selon Jean-Jacques Olier.  

 
Sulpician and Bishop. 
After having long been rector of the Paris seminary, Archbishop Weber was surprised after the war to find himself 
named bishop of Strasbourg. He remained there until 1967 when he retired. 
 
For a Sulpician to become a bishop - or, more precisely, to remain a Sulpician as a bishop - is not common. It was 
even considered “incompatible” for a long time. For this reason, Archbishop Weber begins with a brief historical 
survey of the question. Then, he simply tells of his experiences: the drawbacks and the difficulties encountered in 
the episcopal calling by one who has spent his life as a seminary teacher - but also the good use to which 
Sulpician preparation can be put - when Providence and circumstances so dictate! 

ñ 
 
 
 

III. SESSIONS  
 SESSIONS   

 
 

A. Session sulpicienne sur la direction spirituelle (Popayán, Colombie, 1976)   
A Sulpician Conference on Spiritual Direction (Papayán, Columbia, 1976)   

 
 
Gustavo Baena, Fondements bibliques de la direction spirituelle.    
 
The Biblical Foundations of Spiritual Direction. 
Through the course of its history and individual instances, Israel has attempted to define itself through the divine 
gifts of Knowledge and Wisdom, with a constant aim at better understanding God's purpose for His People, and 
thus shaping up its life. Already towards the end of the Old Testament, and definitely so in the New, this 
edification of the People of God, the Mystical Body was focused on the individual. There was an endeavor to 
introduce divine life within the individual person, and so allow him to ingrate within the true unity of the People of 
God. 
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Within this procedure, Israel was always guided by the gifts of Knowledge and Wisdom. These are tantamount to 
contemplative prayer, as it was found during the better times of the Church. Consequently, the task of spiritual 
guidance in the Seminary will consist in achieving the training of persons whose divine life will be the integrating 
element. As a result, they will be able fruitfully to exercise ministerial priesthood. Thus, the immediate purpose of 
the spiritual director will consist in helping his ward acquire such depth in his prayer as will enable him to exercise 
sufficient discernment through his life. 

ñ 
 
Louis-Paul Gauvreau, Quelques notes pour une théologie de la vocation.   
 
Notes for a Theology of Vocation. 
In the first part of his paper, Fr. Gauvreau, professor of Dogmatic Theology in the Manizales seminary, studies 
vocation as Word of God. “Every vocation”, he says, “is in and through Christ”. 
 
In the second part, he analyzes vocation as charism and mission. “At the end of his time in the seminary, a 
seminarian should normally be recognized by the faculty and by his fellows as a priest. The call of the bishop and 
the sacrament of Orders would then confirm and give sacramental efficacy to a charism and a pastoral mission 
fully manifested and perceived in the heart of a community”. 
 
Fr. Gauvreau insisted on the fact that his work did not have as its purpose the presentation of a completely 
accepted sacramental teaching but the deeper penetration into a theological question thus far scarcely explored. 

ñ 
 
Mgr Alberto Giraldo, Théologie de la direction spirituelle.  
 
Theology of Spiritual Direction. 
A theological reflection on spiritual guidance may originate from the following principle: the Spiritual Director is the 
witness of a Call from God, and the following free response in the person chosen by the Lord. The chosen one, as 
he relates to God and to the community who needs him, will discover his vocation. Hence, we can divide this 
discussion into three parts: the Man, the Lord, the Church. 
 
The man, viewed in the light of the divine plan for this particular person, as described by Saint Paul (Rom 8, 28-
30). Spiritual guidance is understood as the task of fostering continued progress, in view of training the person 
into healthy secularization, and the practice of hope. 
 
God, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, who is to become the object of a deep spiritual experience in prayer 
and the sacraments, no less than the way of the Cross leading to the Resurrection. 
 
The Church, as a daily reality is made up of the actual communities where the person will live: the Family, a 
domestic church; the Seminary, the first institutional step towards integration within the diocesan presbyterium; 
the Diocese, as one known and beloved particular Church. 
 
The foregoing will lead us to draw up a definition of the spiritual director as a witness, a guide and a brother. 

ñ 
 
 

B. Assemblée sulpicienne de la Province de France (Issy-les-Moulineaux, 1976) 
 The Sulpician Assembly of the French Province (Issy-les-Moulineaux, 1976)    

 
 
Henri Denis, L’institution ecclésiale depuis Vatican II.  

 
The Ecclesial Institution Since Vatican II. 
“Vatican II will be seen as the council of theological and ecclesiological intentions, as well as the last council of 
Christendom”. But what are the post-conciliar developments of the ecclesial institution since the end of the 
Council? To get some grasp of them, H. Denis, theologian and episcopal vicar in Lyons, undertakes first of all a 
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rapid survey of the last decade and delineates the major factors in his view. After this first chronological section, 
the second part is more analytic. According to the author, the Church is wedged between the conciliar thrust of 
Vatican II and an institutional paralysis which goes back to Vatican I. Thus there appear symptoms of 
maladjustment and disquieting points (fall in the number of priests, loss of confidence in the universal Church, 
crisis in the sacraments). But from this tension, the future can be born, for it is a reflection of the concern of the 
Church to bring the Gospel to the contemporary world. The conclusion suggests some possible directions. 

ñ 
 
René Rémond, Comment je vois l’évolution de l’Église de France.  
 
How I See the Development of the Church in France. 
M. René Rémond, Professor and well-known author in the field of contemporary history, president of the 
University of Nanterre from 1968 to 1976, president of the Center for Catholic Intellectuals, was asked to describe 
how he, as historian and Christian, views the development of the Church over the last 10 or 15 years. 
 
Having recalled what the council meant to him, while hoping to avoid falling into the extremes of pessimism or 
optimism (“angelism” or “catastrophism”) he recognizes that 10 years after, we seem to be in the midst of crisis, 
the development having taken an unforeseen turn, disappointing for many. We can observe the dismantling of 
ecclesial society, the weakening of authority and a loosening of unity, a growing phenomenon of intolerance, 
which makes more difficult a pluralism which nevertheless is desirable. Perhaps we find ourselves in the midst, on 
one side or the other, of moving form adherence to the council to reaction against it. But it is difficult to evaluate 
what these currents in the Church really mean, for, on the one hand, we ordinarily hear only from vocal minorities 
and not the silent majority; and on the other hand, since the development in question is not proceeding in a 
straight line, all prediction is impossible. 

ñ 
 
Paul Huot-Pleuroux, Aperçus sur quelques autres pays.  
 
Insights on Some Other Countries. 
Secretary General of the French Episcopate, P. Huot-Pleuroux in this capacity has taken part in many official 
meetings outside of France. On the basis of his wide experience, the purpose of this discussion was to underline 
certain problems and some attitudes which characterize national Catholic Churches he has encountered. 
 
Actually, this paper is limited to two precise points: 

1. Synods in Europe. Since Vatican II, there have been practically no synods in France. On the contrary, 
some rather important national synods have been held in West Germany, East Germany, Switzerland, the 
Benelux countries, not counting regional synods in Spain, Austria, etc. P. Huot-Pleuroux tells us why these 
synods were called, what their principal themes were and what reflections these synods bring to mind. 

2. The Church and political situations whether in some European countries under communist rule, or some 
South American countries under a military regime. 

 
In conclusion, the author delineates some questions, which concern the priest more particularly. 

ñ 
 
Cardinal François Marty, Former des prêtres aujourd’hui.  
 
Forming Priests Today. 
This is the text of an address given by Cardinal Marty, Archbishop of Paris, to the Sulpician Assembly of the 
Province of France. 
 
Having recalled that the mission of St. Sulpice is to be at the service of priests in their initial and ongoing 
formation, Cardinal Marty, in his first point, insists on the close connection between the educators of the clergy 
and the bishop, for priests are the cooperators with the episcopal order. 
 
The second point stresses the necessity that the candidate for the priesthood be a member of a Christian 
community, before and during his formation. The Preparation is not individual but in the community. No one can 
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be a priest without belonging, even outside the seminary, to a Christian community. He must learn to be God's 
witness within that community. 
 
What are the three types of priests a diocese like Paris needs today? This is the object of the third point. The 
Church of tomorrow needs priests who are teachers of prayer and the spiritual life, who are theologians capable of 
communicating and understanding of the faith, who are, finally, pastors and leaders of their community and thus 
men who can inspire its living center. 
 
Finally, the fourth point, the priests should have a two-fold solidarity, with the world in which he lives, and with the 
Gospel of which he is the witness in the world. The period of formation must prepare him to live in this tension, to 
live in today's Church while preparing tomorrow's. 

ñ 
 
 

C. Session de l’I.F.É.C. sur la formation des futurs prêtres dans le domaine de l’affectivité 
(Toulouse, France, 1975) 

 An I.F.É.C. Conference on the Formation of Future Priests in the Area of the Emotional Life 
(Toulouse, France, 1975)    

 
 
Jacques Birouste, Remarques sur la vie affective : du plaisir de parler à la jouissance de dire.  
 
Remarks on the Emotional Life: From Liking to Talk to the Pleasure of Speaking. 
This paper by M. Birouste, a clinical psychologist at the University of Toulouse, is presented as a sort of challenge 
to the usual type of question being asked by the participants in this session on the problems of the emotional life 
today. 
 
Starting from a free adaptation of Lacan's analyses, he shows that in our discussions, we encumber ourselves 
with the human sciences in an unfortunate way, while at the same time, we remain in fact very much dependent 
on the old idealistic conception of man, anxious about normality and balance, worried about resolving tensions. 
The result is that the human can be revealed only on the very field of conflict. Thus, we risk getting lost in the 
unreal system of “words” and of not saying what we have to say. 
 
Among many other comments, J. Birouste calls our attention to the fact that contemporary life sharpens felt needs 
while at the same time frustrating them. It puts a premium on knowledge and brings on an orgy of “words” but 
does not always promote realistic expectations. Still less does it allow for a preparation for authentic pleasureful 
enjoyment. For example, is there not a gap between the “word” of commitment to celibacy (which claims to affirm 
a mystery of love) and the unease with which one faces the difficulties of being faithful (which “says” above all 
how little this mystery is heeded)? 

ñ 
 
Rolande Vélut, Remarques pédagogiques sur la formation de l’affectivité.   
 
Pedagogical Considerations on the Formation of the Emotional Life. 
Miss Vélut is a professional psychologist and teaches at the University of Toulouse. 
 
The first part of the paper concerns the historical roots of the human personality, i.e. the project, which the parents 
form for their child and their attitude toward him, for on this attitude depends the child's emotional development. 
 
The second part, relying on classic psychoanalytic theories, outlines the stages of the infant's emotional 
formation. She delineates the progressive attainments of the “oral” stage (experience of love alone and in 
community), the “anal” stage (experience of friendship freely given), the “genital” stage (experience of 
differentiation), finally, the Oedipus complex (experience of relationships). Miss Vélut's thesis is that the young 
adult, formed by these stages, often needs to revalidate what they mean within himself and that the educator must 
help him to do this. 

ñ 
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Pierre Eyt, Affectivité, culture contemporaine et foi.  
 
The Emotional Life, Contemporary Culture and Faith. 
Rector of the Catholic Institute of Toulouse, Fr. Eyt starts with the feeling of dissatisfaction, which he perceives in 
the younger generation today. 

1. In the first section, he analyzes some characteristics, which mark the emotional life of young people in the 
social conditions, which affect them. 

a) Youth is the time of uncertainty: conflict between generations, conflict between the values extolled 
in school and the values current in the adult world, the difficulty in finding a professional position, 
the discrepancy between physiological maturity and the assumption of full adult responsibility. 

b) Youth is a time of drawing back in the face of the cold adult world. The young withdraw to warm, 
utopian refuges. 

c) “Day” and “Night”: Rational, technical civilization (“Day”) engender by way of compensation a 
greater demand for tenderness, an emotional need, which, however, no longer opens out onto the 
Christian religion. 

2. In the face of this situation, what should be the attitude of educators? 
a) Modify our view of man. 
b) Be more open to young people. 
c) Work together. 
d) Pass through the crisis. 
e) Project tomorrow's Church. 

ñ 
 
 

D. Session I.F.É.C. sur la pédagogie de la liberté spirituelle (Lyon, France, 1976) 
 An I.F.É.C. Conference on Teaching Spiritual Freedom (Lyons, France, 1976)    

 
Paul Bony, La liberté spirituelle selon Saint Paul.   

 
Spiritual Freedom According to St. Paul. 
In order to grasp St. Paul's conception of freedom, the author starts with his concrete positions in the face of the 
cultural milieus he was evangelizing. 

1. In the controversy with the Judaizers who wanted to force Christians to submit to the obligations of the 
Law, Paul situated the Law within the history, of Salvation, and showed that with the coming of Faith the 
human condition had changed radically. 

2. Confronting Creek culture, imbued with a certain notion of freedom, Paul is brought to distance himself 
from it by showing forth the source of freedom, which is the gift of the Spirit, and its finality, which is life in 
the Spirit: a free servitude which builds up the ecclesial community. 

3. Going beyond these cultural contingencies, we must seek out the heart of Paul's reactions in Romans 8: 
Freedom is a reality of the eschatological world, it is the heritage of the children of God, and it is 
anticipated here below by the gift of the Holy Spirit in the ecclesial community.  

ñ 
Maurice Bellet, Liberté spirituelle et anthropologie contemporaine.  
 
Spiritual Freedom and Contemporary Anthropology. 
Christianity is often presented as an ideal of freedom, with the further specification that it is a matter of spiritual 
freedom. Does contemporary anthropology view it this way? Definitely not, and Maurice Bellet tries to help us 
understand the virulent criticism which present day philosophers direct against our traditional concept of freedom. 

1. He shows first that a certain type of contemporary anthropology sees in Christian freedom a form of 
alienation and an element of repression. History and Psychoanalysis show how Christianity has become 
the accomplice of enslavement, and how the denial of God removes all foundation from these social 
sciences. But if you listen to them, you risk seeing the collapse of the ontological and theological system, 
which underlies spiritual freedom and the ideal of perfection, which structures it. 
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2. In the face of attacks from this criticism, Christians react either by re-enforcing discipline or, on the 
contrary, by broadening freedom. 

3. The personal opinion of Bellet is, that to restore true Christian freedom, in the face of the criticism which 
must be taken seriously, Christians must become the champions of true human freedom, fighting against 
exploitation, exclusion and oppression; for the Gospel is a message of liberation that brings to birth a new 
Man. To accomplish this, he must also be freed from sin. “Father, deliver us from evil”. 

ñ 
 

Maurice Giuliani, Une pédagogie de la liberté : les « Exercices » de Saint Ignace.   
 

An Education in Freedom: The “Exercises” of St. Ignatius. 
The ministry of Fr. Giuliani consists above all in guiding individuals who wish to follow the “Spiritual Exercises” of 
St. Ignatius. Therefore, he is primarily sharing his own experiences here when he analyzes the “Exercises” as 
instruments of liberation and as a model of freedom. The itinerary follows the four “weeks” of the “Exercises”, 
showing the necessity of progressing by stages in order to achieve some convictions and, in the end, to form a 
truly personal decision. The freedom which is attained is the capacity to live in the Spirit of God, detached from 
self and united to Christ. 

ñ 
 
 
 

 
 


